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  Guitar Tab Notebook Roden Roden Publishing,2020-01-08 8.5 x 11 inch Paperback Book 100+ Pages of Blank Guitar Tabs 7 (6-string) Tablature
Staves Per Page 6 Blank Chord Notation Blocks Per Page 4 Bonus Pages with Guitar Chords - Major and Minor Circle of Fifths Chart Empty Guitar Tabs
with Guitar Chord Diagrams. Blank guitar tab manuscript paper sheets 8.5x11 for writing or transposing your own guitar music. The book contains over
100 pages of guitar tabs that include 6 chord boxes at the top to keep track of your current chords. Not sure about what chords you are using?
Reference the included chord charts of common Major and Minor guitar chord fingerings. Also included is a chart containing the Circle of Fifths; perfect
for students and teachers. With the included reverences and some basic music theory knowledge, you can quickly compose your own Music. 4 pages of
guitar chord charts include C G D A E B F# Db Ab Eb Bb F; Am Em Bm F#m C#m G#m D#m Bbm Fm Cm Gm Dm and more. Visit my Author Page to
check out my other guitar books including Chord Notebooks, and Books for Left-Handed Guitar Players.
  Chord Master Rikky Rooksby,2004 Guitar.
  Guitar Tabs and Chords David Broida,2021-09-30 Guitar Tabs and Chords 6 x 9 book - write down your guitar chords and tabs, and make your own
music!
  Left Handed Guitar Tab Notebook Roden Roden Publishing,2020-01-16 8.5 x 11 inch Paperback Book 100+ Pages of Blank Guitar Tabs 7 (6-string)
Tablature Staves Per Page 6 Blank Chord Notation Blocks Per Page 4 Bonus Pages with Left Handed Guitar Chords - Major and Minor Circle of Fifths
Chart Empty Guitar Tabs with Guitar Chord Diagrams. Blank guitar tab manuscript paper sheets 8.5x11 for writing or transposing your own guitar
music. The book contains over 100 pages of guitar tabs that include 6 chord boxes at the top to keep track of your current chords. Not sure about what
chords you are using? Reference the included chord charts of common Major and Minor guitar chord fingerings. Also included is a chart containing the
Circle of Fifths; perfect for students and teachers. With the included reverences and some basic music theory knowledge, you can quickly compose
your own Music. 4 pages of guitar chord charts include C G D A E B F# Db Ab Eb Bb F; Am Em Bm F#m C#m G#m D#m Bbm Fm Cm Gm Dm and more.
Great gift idea for Left handed guitar players. Visit my Author Page to check out my other guitar books including Chord Notebooks, and Books for Right-
Handed Guitar Players.
  Guitar Tabs Notebook: Blank Guitar Tabs Notebook with Chord Spaces Atkins Avenue Books,2019-03-11 The pages of this guitar tabs
notebook are waiting for you to fill with your favorite songs! If you are a music teacher or student, professional or amateur, or music is your hobby, this
notebook will come in handy. Blank guitar tab notebook; 7 guitar tabs and 5 chord spaces on each page; soft cover, glossy finish; measures 8.5 x 11
  Guitar Chord Progression Encyclopedia Howard Wallach,2005-05-03 Includes hundreds of guitar chords and chord progressions in all styles in
all 12 keys. Contains progressions in all styles, including rock, blues, jazz, folk, alternative, country and more. Recommended for beginning to
intermediate guitarists.
  Guitar Tablature Notebook Susan Songwriter,2019-08-29 Guitar TABs notebook with chord diagrams 5 empty guitar chord diagrams per page 7
tabulator lines each with 6 lines per page Space for notes or song name 8.5x11 inches 120 pages Perfect for guitarists, hobby guitar players, music
students, and teachers You are looking for a guitar tab booklet to record melodies, accompaniments, solos, riffs, licks, etc. in a simple but clear guitar
log? Do you prefer to use tab notation instead of classical notation? Then this notebook is just the thing for you. On 120 pages you have enough space
to express yourself musically. So that no creative idea ever gets lost again! This tabulator sheet is 8.5x11 inches and therefore very handy and clear.
Each page contains space for notes, 6 chord diagrams and 7 tab lines with 6 lines per page (one line corresponds to one guitar string). The chord
diagrams are super handy for noting chords, arpeggios, scales, fingerings, etc. This music book is also a great gift for guitar beginners, experienced
musicians or music teachers. Without a guitar, without me!
  Guitar Tab Notebook Atkins Avenue Books,2018-10-27 Blank guitar tab notebook; 7 guitar tabs and 5 chord spaces on each page; soft cover, glossy
finish; measures 8 x 10; 50 sheets/100 pages
  Chords for Guitar Gareth Evans,2015-02-10 Chords For Guitar is written in a concise and clear manner that will be easy to understand by anyone
with basic music knowledge. A consistent and simple approach that will prove to be a great tool for those hoping to expand their knowledge on the fret-
board. -- Danny McCrum, Professional Guitarist (New Zealand) “Gareth Evan's guitar chord book is one of the most thorough and in-depth books I have
ever seen. If you're armed with one of these books, you will have everything you will ever require to know all about chords.” -- Tony Cox, Award
winning Acoustic guitarist (South Africa) Chords for Guitar is about moveable chord shapes based on the CAGED guitar system. Rather than presenting
the same shapes for the same chord types as different chords when moved up or down the fret-board, giving 1000’s of chords, Chords for Guitar makes
this into a simple unified process by showing only the moveable shapes and how to move them up down the fret-board, allowing for more chord types.
Chord Reference: Chords for Guitar is a reference of over 200 unique shapes for just over 60 different chord types, from the commonly used chord
types such as major, minor, sus2, sus4, add9 and 7th chords to further extended chords, altered chords and inversions, enabling you to find many
more chords yourself and get a better understanding of the fret-board. Questions and Answers: The root note location within all of the guitar chords is
clearly marked out, enabling you to transpose its moveable shape up and down the fret-board. Each chord type has a question to make sure you’re on
track to being able to locate guitar chords yourself; shift the root note to its note name location (e.g. C, F#, G etc.) apply the chord shape, then check
the answer at the back. Theory: Theory and chord construction are explained using piano keys for the simplicity of its linear layout of notes, then
applied to the six-string guitar, from the basics of using odd numbered intervals (e.g. 1, 3, 5 etc.) to the compound intervals within extended chords
and alterations. At the School of Guitar we always use the CAGED system but we have never seen it applied so well to all chords. There are many books
and resources that use the CAGED system but they are normally limited to major chords or minor chords and a few more. This book uses it brilliantly
applying it to every chord you can imagine. I love the way each transposable version of the chord is linked to an open chord. Not only is it the best
CAGED book of chords, we would go further and say it is simply the best book of chords we have seen. -- Cormac O Caoimh, School of Guitar (Cork
Ireland) A lot of the time I have found myself trapped between overbearing simplicity and overwhelming music theory related language. Gareth Evans'
'Chords for Guitar' proved to be the perfect mid-ground. Furthermore, it touched on something I have personally had issues with when writing or
learning new music. I had wanted to start playing less with a capo, and more with an ability to transpose chords and find the right key just by being
more familiar with the fret board in it's entirety. This book teaches you exactly this. Highly recommended. -- Rebecca Cullen, Performing Musician &
Composer (Manchester UK) For those students of guitar who are looking for an explanation of this famed system of learning the guitar fretboard, in a
relatively fast, painfree and efficient manner, this is a wonderful book. You will find many subtle chords that you hadn't expected were easily movable. -
- Marion Arts, Guitar Teacher, Performer & Composer (New Zealand)
  21st Century Chords for Guitar STEVE BLOOM,2017-05-15 21st Century Chords for Guitar offers a new perspective on guitar chords. The
standard chords that we all know work to get us through any accompanimentsituation. However, there are more expressive possibilities to be found. In
these pages you will see that the guitar is much less limited than is generally realized. Through the 12-tone system, or Atonal Music theory, I have
found interesting voicings for many every-day chords. You will also find very unusual sounding chords that you probably wouldn't figure out using other
methods. My goal is to help change the way we as guitar players think of chords on the instrument, so check it out!
  Blank Guitar Chord Book J Schaul,2019-02-06 This 8.5 x 11 Blank Guitar Tab Notebook is a must-have tool for music students, professionals and
teachers! This guitar tablature book is 150 pages and can can be used to document your original music compositions .It's a valuable resource for all
guitar players, whether they're teachers, students, or professionals who like to tab out their music in regular notation. The book will make it easy for
you to go back and practice what needs to be done. Perfect for guitar lesson notes.Guitar tabs (short for tablature) are intended for composing guitar
music. They have six horizontal lines that represent the six strings on the guitar. The top line is the thinnest string (first) and the lowest line represents
the thickest (sixth) string. Our tabs include five blank chord spaces, blank staffs and space for a title. Save your time from drawing the lines yourself.
This Blank Guitar Tab Notebook a helpful tool for beginners and experienced song-writers alike. A definite must-have!
  Guitar Tabs Timbre Notebooks,Timbre Notebooks Staff,2018-05-22 100 pages, 50 sheets 8.5x11in Pages alternate between blank guitar tabs on
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one side and lined paper on the other, for notes or song lyrics (50 pages each) Create your own music and write it down with this easy to use guitar tab
book--includes space on top of each page for a song title, chord diagrams, 6 lined tabs with coordinating lined pages on opposite side for notes,
comments, changes, song lyrics and more. This book is an excellent tool for songwriters.
  Blank Guitar Tab Notebook Guitar Writers Publishing,2020-02-19 This 120-page Blank Guitar Tabs Journal features: 120 pages 6 x 9 white-color
paper large-size blank guitar tablature to easily and clearly read tabs a matte-finish cover for a laid-back look and feel
  Guitar Chord Dictionary Morton Manus, This handy reference guide fits into your guitar case or pocket and is organized in a unique dictionary style
permitting you to locate any chord quickly.
  Instant Guitar Chord Finder William Bay,2016-04-29 This is a quick reference guide to essential guitar chord forms. On each type ofchord you
will see the chord spelled out in notation with the chordal relationships also shown (Root, b3rd, 7th, etc.). You will also be shown the three most popular
forms of that type of chord in three different locations on up the guitar fingerboard. Also, for each key a fingerboard diagram is presented showing the
location of every Tonic or Root tone in that specific key. In addition, handy side tabs helpyou locate the exact chord form needed in seconds. This book
is presented in full size or reduced case size. In each key the following chords are presented in multiple forms: Major, Minor, Dominant 7th, Diminished,
Augmented, Minor Seventh, Sixth, 7#5, 7b5, Major 7th, Major 7b3, Minor 7b5, 7sus4, Minor 6th, 9th, Major 9th, 9#5, 9b5, 7b9, 7#9, 6 add 9, 7#9,
11th, Augmented 11th, 13th, 13 b9, 13 b9 b5
  Chord Master Rikky Rooksby,2004-01-01 THE CHORD MASTER-HOW TO FIND AND CHOOSE THE RIGHT GUITAR CHORDS BOOK AND CD
  Guitar Tabs Music Book: Guitar Chord and Tablature Staff Music Paper for Musicians, Teachers and Students (8.5x11 - 150 Pages)
A. Michael Roberts,2019-04-02 Know someone who likes to write music for guitar? Maybe it's you? This 8 1/2 x 11 softcover paperback features blank
guitar chord diagrams/boxes and standard tablature staves on each page. The spacious staves allow easier notations. Perfect for guitarists, hobby
guitar players, musicians, teachers, and students. The tabs have 6 horizontal lines to represent each of the instrument's six strings. The tabs also have
7 staffs (staves), 5 blank spaces for chords, and a place to put the title of the piece. The empty sheet music gives the creative guitarist plenty of room
to get inspired. A blank musical notebook for composing your music Great for Musicians, Students and Teachers Simple design Evenly spaced for easy
writing Six 6-line Staves per page 7 blank Chord diagrams per page 150 Pages, printed on both sides White Paper, Non-Refillable Matte Paperback, 8
1/2 x 11 Undated, Unnumbered
  Guitar Chords Plus Centerstream Publishing,John Harbison,Ron Middlebrook,1999-12
  My Guitar Tabs Cnyto Music Media,2019-09-12 The perfect notebook for anyone who plays guitar - ideal gift for the guitar player in your life!
  The Ultimate Guitar Chord & Scale Bible Buck Brown,Mark Dziuba,2012-06-25 This exhaustive study of chords and scales is a must-own for
any improvising guitarist. Published in collaboration with one of America's leading guitar schools, it provides the practical information you need to use
each scale in a solo. With each scale, you get an explanation of the scale and its uses, a fingering on one string, six-string fingerings in all keys in a
cycle of 4ths, three-note per string fingerings, and a chord vamp to practice the scale over. Give your playing a unique edge with exotic scales from all
over the world. This easy-to-use book even includes a section on how to practice scales. The Ultimate Guitar Chord & Scale Bible should be part of
every guitarists library.

Recognizing the way ways to get this book Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this
info. get the Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords associate that we have enough money here and check out the link.

You could buy lead Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords or get it as soon as feasible. You could speedily download this Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords after getting
deal. So, in the manner of you require the books swiftly, you can straight get it. Its in view of that definitely simple and in view of that fats, isnt it? You
have to favor to in this appearance
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Free PDF Books and Manuals for Download:
Unlocking Knowledge at Your Fingertips In
todays fast-paced digital age, obtaining valuable
knowledge has become easier than ever.
Thanks to the internet, a vast array of books
and manuals are now available for free
download in PDF format. Whether you are a
student, professional, or simply an avid reader,
this treasure trove of downloadable resources
offers a wealth of information, conveniently
accessible anytime, anywhere. The advent of
online libraries and platforms dedicated to
sharing knowledge has revolutionized the way
we consume information. No longer confined to
physical libraries or bookstores, readers can
now access an extensive collection of digital
books and manuals with just a few clicks. These
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resources, available in PDF, Microsoft Word, and
PowerPoint formats, cater to a wide range of
interests, including literature, technology,
science, history, and much more. One notable
platform where you can explore and download
free Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords PDF books and
manuals is the internets largest free library.
Hosted online, this catalog compiles a vast
assortment of documents, making it a veritable
goldmine of knowledge. With its easy-to-use
website interface and customizable PDF
generator, this platform offers a user-friendly
experience, allowing individuals to effortlessly
navigate and access the information they seek.
The availability of free PDF books and manuals
on this platform demonstrates its commitment
to democratizing education and empowering
individuals with the tools needed to succeed in
their chosen fields. It allows anyone, regardless
of their background or financial limitations, to
expand their horizons and gain insights from
experts in various disciplines. One of the most
significant advantages of downloading PDF
books and manuals lies in their portability.
Unlike physical copies, digital books can be
stored and carried on a single device, such as a
tablet or smartphone, saving valuable space
and weight. This convenience makes it possible
for readers to have their entire library at their
fingertips, whether they are commuting,
traveling, or simply enjoying a lazy afternoon at
home. Additionally, digital files are easily
searchable, enabling readers to locate specific
information within seconds. With a few
keystrokes, users can search for keywords,
topics, or phrases, making research and finding
relevant information a breeze. This efficiency
saves time and effort, streamlining the learning
process and allowing individuals to focus on
extracting the information they need.
Furthermore, the availability of free PDF books
and manuals fosters a culture of continuous
learning. By removing financial barriers, more
people can access educational resources and
pursue lifelong learning, contributing to
personal growth and professional development.
This democratization of knowledge promotes
intellectual curiosity and empowers individuals
to become lifelong learners, promoting progress
and innovation in various fields. It is worth
noting that while accessing free Guitartapp Pro
Tabs Chords PDF books and manuals is
convenient and cost-effective, it is vital to
respect copyright laws and intellectual property
rights. Platforms offering free downloads often
operate within legal boundaries, ensuring that
the materials they provide are either in the
public domain or authorized for distribution. By
adhering to copyright laws, users can enjoy the
benefits of free access to knowledge while
supporting the authors and publishers who
make these resources available. In conclusion,
the availability of Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords
free PDF books and manuals for download has
revolutionized the way we access and consume
knowledge. With just a few clicks, individuals
can explore a vast collection of resources across
different disciplines, all free of charge. This
accessibility empowers individuals to become
lifelong learners, contributing to personal
growth, professional development, and the
advancement of society as a whole. So why not
unlock a world of knowledge today? Start
exploring the vast sea of free PDF books and
manuals waiting to be discovered right at your

fingertips.

FAQs About Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords
Books

Where can I buy Guitartapp Pro Tabs1.
Chords books? Bookstores: Physical
bookstores like Barnes & Noble,
Waterstones, and independent local
stores. Online Retailers: Amazon, Book
Depository, and various online bookstores
offer a wide range of books in physical
and digital formats.
What are the different book formats2.
available? Hardcover: Sturdy and durable,
usually more expensive. Paperback:
Cheaper, lighter, and more portable than
hardcovers. E-books: Digital books
available for e-readers like Kindle or
software like Apple Books, Kindle, and
Google Play Books.
How do I choose a Guitartapp Pro Tabs3.
Chords book to read? Genres: Consider
the genre you enjoy (fiction, non-fiction,
mystery, sci-fi, etc.). Recommendations:
Ask friends, join book clubs, or explore
online reviews and recommendations.
Author: If you like a particular author, you
might enjoy more of their work.
How do I take care of Guitartapp Pro Tabs4.
Chords books? Storage: Keep them away
from direct sunlight and in a dry
environment. Handling: Avoid folding
pages, use bookmarks, and handle them
with clean hands. Cleaning: Gently dust
the covers and pages occasionally.
Can I borrow books without buying them?5.
Public Libraries: Local libraries offer a wide
range of books for borrowing. Book
Swaps: Community book exchanges or
online platforms where people exchange
books.
How can I track my reading progress or6.
manage my book collection? Book
Tracking Apps: Goodreads, LibraryThing,
and Book Catalogue are popular apps for
tracking your reading progress and
managing book collections. Spreadsheets:
You can create your own spreadsheet to
track books read, ratings, and other
details.
What are Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords7.
audiobooks, and where can I find them?
Audiobooks: Audio recordings of books,
perfect for listening while commuting or
multitasking. Platforms: Audible, LibriVox,
and Google Play Books offer a wide
selection of audiobooks.
How do I support authors or the book8.
industry? Buy Books: Purchase books from
authors or independent bookstores.
Reviews: Leave reviews on platforms like
Goodreads or Amazon. Promotion: Share
your favorite books on social media or
recommend them to friends.
Are there book clubs or reading9.
communities I can join? Local Clubs:
Check for local book clubs in libraries or
community centers. Online Communities:
Platforms like Goodreads have virtual
book clubs and discussion groups.
Can I read Guitartapp Pro Tabs Chords10.

books for free? Public Domain Books:
Many classic books are available for free
as theyre in the public domain. Free E-
books: Some websites offer free e-books
legally, like Project Gutenberg or Open
Library.
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Multirate Systems and Filter Banks by PP
Vaidyanathan · 1993 · Cited by 9063 — This
discipline finds applications in speech and
image compression, the digital audio industry,
statistical and adaptive signal processing,
numerical solution ... Multirate Systems And
Filter Banks multirate systems and filter banks.
Hi all. I need solution manual for this book:
Multirate Systems And Filter Banks (Prentice
Hall Signal Processing Series) Multirate Filtering
for Digital Signal Processing: MATLAB ... Solution
Manual. to accompany. Multirate Filtering for
Digital Signal Processing: MATLAB®Applications.
by Ljiljana Milić. Information Science Reference
(an ... comp.dsp | Solution's Manual Required
Hello, I need solution's manual for Multirate
Filters and Systems Banks by PP Vaidyanathan.
Thanks a lot. Regards Awais. Multirate Systems
And Filter Banks Solution Manual Our interactive
player makes it easy to find solutions to
Multirate Systems And Filter Banks problems
you're working on - just go to the chapter for
your book. P.P.Vaidyanathan - Multirate Systems
and Filter Banks ... P.P.Vaidyanathan - Multirate
Systems and Filter Banks (Prentice-Hall,1993)
edited (1).pdf - Free ebook download as PDF File
(.pdf) or read book online for ... P P
Vaidyanathan Solutions Books by P P
Vaidyanathan with Solutions ; Multirate Systems
And Filter Banks 1st Edition 0 Problems solved,
P. P. Vaidyanathan, P. P. Vaidyanathanm ; The
Theory ... arXiv:1907.11737v1 [eess.SP] 26 Jul
2019 by S Patel · 2019 · Cited by 8 — multi-
output system, the solution is known as a matrix
Wiener filter. The ... [68] P. P. Vaidyanathan,
Multirate Systems and Filter Banks. Multirate
Systems and Filter Banks: P. P. Vaidyanathan It
is the first book to cover the topics of digital
filter banks, multidimensional multirate
systems, and wavelet representations under
one cover. This manual ... Multirate Systems and
Applications by S Oraintara — Since then,
filterbanks and multirate systems have been
studied extensively. There has been great
success in applying multirate systems to many
applications. NFPA 1407 Standard Development
This standard specifies the basic training
procedures for fire service personnel to conduct
fire fighter rapid intervention operations so as to
promote fire ... NFPA 1407 Standard
Development This standard specifies the basic
training procedures for fire service personnel to
conduct fire fighter rapid intervention
operations so as to promote fire ... Free access
NFPA codes and standards NFPA is proud to
have been the first organization to provide free
public access to privately developed codes and
standards, and are pleased to see other ... NFPA
1407, Standard for Training Fire Service Rapid ...
NFPA 1407, Standard for Training Fire Service
Rapid Intervention Crews (2020). SKU:
140720PDF. List Price: USD $149.00. For
Members: USD $134.10. Edition. NFPA 1400
Standard Development Standard on Fire Service
Training ... Please note: NFPA 1400 is in a
custom cycle due to the Emergency Response
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and Responder Safety Document Consolidation
Plan ( ... RAPID INTERVENTION CREW
TECHNICIAN & LEADER Skills listed in this
packet are consistent with NFPA 1407: Standard
for Training Fire Service Rapid Intervention
Crews, · 2015 edition. The Alaska Fire ... NFPA
Standards: NFPA 1407: Updates for Better RIC
Training Oct 1, 2020 — rapid-intervention
operations training program; required
performance for RIT crews. The standard was
revised in 2015 and, now, in 2020. Each ...
Rapid Intervention Crew (RIC) NFPA 1407, 2020
Standard for Training Fire Service Rapid
Intervention Crews ... Toll Free 800-634-7854.
Contact OSFM · Employee Directory · Careers at
OSFM Military Specification for Fire
Extinguishing Agent, Fluorine- ... Jan 12, 2023 —
This specification covers fluorine-free (see 6.5.6)
foam (F3) liquid concentrate fire extinguishing
agents intended for use on class B ... RAPID
INTERVENTION TEAM - National Fire Academy
NFPA 1407, Standard for Training Fire Service
Rapid Intervention Crews (2015) recommends
that all departments have written RIT
procedures that are reinforced by ... Irs Form
6744 Answers - Fill Online, Printable, Fillable,

Blank ... Form 6744 is an answer key for the IRS
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)
program. It is used by volunteers to check their
answers when preparing tax ... VITA/TCE
Volunteer Assistor's Test/Retest Sep 25, 2023 —
Volunteers who answer tax law questions,
instruct tax law classes, prepare or correct tax
returns, or conduct quality reviews of
completed ... VITA/TCE Volunteer Assistor's
Test/Retest Form 6744 – 2018 VITA/TCE Test.
Table of Contents. Preface ... If you are entering
your retest answers in Link & Learn Taxes, do
not use this answer sheet . SOLUTION:
Accounting Question I need the answers for the
(2020 - Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Tests
(VITA) form 6744). The questions are in the book
that is freely available online in PDF ...
Publication 6744 Answers - Fill Online, Printable,
Fillable, ... Edit form 6744 answer key 2018.
Rearrange and rotate pages, insert new and
alter existing texts, add new objects, and take
advantage of other helpful tools. VITA/TCE
Training Guide Volunteers who answer tax law
questions, instruct tax law classes, prepare ...
key to the integrity of the VITA/TCE programs.

Taxpayers will trust that all ... IRS Volunteer Oct
1, 2014 — You will be able to use this guide and
other available resources to answer many
questions that may arise while operating your
VITA/TCE site. 2016 RETURNS Oct 20, 2016 —
Form 6744 – 2016 VITA/TCE Test. Table of
Contents. Preface ... If you are entering your
test answers in Link & Learn Taxes, do not use
this answer ... ACC 350 Module Five VITA Tests
Answer Sheet ACC 350 Module Five VITA Tests
Answer Sheet Record your answer to each
question by overwriting the bracketed text in
the right-hand column.
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